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Disclaimer.

The complete contents of this social newsletter are offered to all subscribers purely

as a guide only and all subscribers agree to accept this newsletter on that

understanding. Any article in this newsletter does not imply any endorsement or

implication that the compilers agree with any opinion or services mentioned within

it.

All subscribers accept that they are wholly, and personally, responsible for

checking that any services used are suitable and appropriate for their personal

needs.

Articles, and services, seen in this newsletter are on an “as is” basis and the

compilers make no representations or warranties of any kind with respect to the

contents and disclaims all such representations and warranties about the accuracy,

completeness or suitability for any purpose of the information or related graphics

within. Furthermore, whilst every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy

of information, it may contain technical or typographical errors. All liability of the

compilers, howsoever arising, for any such inaccuracies or errors is expressly

excluded to the fullest extent of the law. Once again, all subscribers, by

downloading it. Are agreeing to accept this social newsletter on that basis.



As the song goes, “it’s the time of year“.

We have had our usual busy one. Started travel this year in Florida and ended there

with the two sisters.  Motorcycles and family were the call. Spaced out nicely thru

the year, I managed a couple of exciting trips with the old broads. We rented bikes

in Holland during the tulip festival.  More tulip varieties than I imagined possible. I

can close my eyes and smell those delicious hyacinths. We rode past field after

field of purple masses.  In a hot week during the summer, we rented kayaks and

paddled ourselves around Okeover near Powell River, BC.

We are working on some house renovations. Just open your wallet and its

amazing what you can accomplish. We replaced all the windows. Can you imagine

the 1962 single panes just didn’t cut it anymore.  The outside is almost finished. It

has been re-clad in Boothbay blue Hardie board. It should see us out!

I am still walking every day, hiking on Wednesdays, doing yoga on Thursdays, and

biking Fridays as weather permits. I even took some bridge lessons. They changed

the rules since I last played 35 years ago. Apparently at this age, you have to keep

your mind going as well as the body. Who makes up all these rules?

Pete:

Next year I plan to be riding the 1914 Zenith from Kitty Hawk NC to Santa

Monica CA, coast to coast, a distance of 3200 miles in an event called the

Cannonball Run, all going well. The 96 year old motorcycle probably will be more

dependable than the 70 year old rider, as it is in better shape.

We have a new toy in the garage, a car this time. It’s a 1950 XK-120 Jaguar

roadster with 77000 miles on it, never driven in the winter or in the rain, and we’re

the third owners. When Mary Jane’s brother in law Tony fixed us up with a blind

date, he told her I had a Jag, so she agreed. I picked her up in a rusty 55 Olds

which smoked so badly you could see nothing in the rear view mirror. I can now

take her out in a Jaguar 47 years later.

Our old dog Yaz has gone to the happy hunting ground. She was a yellow lab, and

at 12 was ready for the trip. She will probably haunt us for a few years, as dog hair

keeps popping up everywhere.

I managed a bit of travel, but less than in the past. MJ and I were in Florida for

“Bike Week”, although she was able to escape to visit her sister Beth and husband

Don. She was back with them again recently. I also had an expedition to the UK

for an auction and to see some old friends, as well as a trip to be an “expert

witness” on old motorcycles in NY City Supreme Court. That was hilarious.

Best of the Season, and Happy New Year!    Mary Jane and Pete



Looks good eh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The “Gander Scott” and “Bones”

You may all remember that around December 09 I had this winter project to turn

my racing outfit into a solo racer. Well the winter proved to be outstanding with 4ft
snow drifts and chaos in the country.

Not in Hopeman it wasn’t! I was snug and warm in my workshop (well not exactly

warm but not too cold) with 3 sweaters, a woolly hat and a small fan heater.

Actually it was bloody freezing! But no matter. The project to allay “cabin fever”

was to rip apart 3 bikes, put the correct bits back on the bike I borrowed them from

10 years ago and build this Clive Waye / Chris Williams Replica.

Well with a serious amount of work, a mere 3 mock ups its now finished. (See

above) I’m at the road testing stage now and the initial results have been most

encouraging. Handles well and with “adequate” power as they say. Whether I have

the guts to race it flat out now is the question. However, that is for later in the year.

Now here’s a thing! As soon as I finished I discovered that I had almost enough

bits to build another bike! So as the snow still lay thick on the ground I decided to



bolt everything together. Same old problems of course but a month later “Mr

Bones” emerged from the workshop looking quite nice! A road test confirmed that

we are on the right track so I have offered the bike to some novice racers to have a

go on this season. Should be good fun!!!!!!!



Transmission Matters.

The major potentially damaging force is along the top run of the rear chain

The amount will be this minus the pull of the top run of the primary chain.

On a normal 600cc Scott, the engine will produce 19bhp

The flywheel sprocket is 20T standard

The clutch drum is 44T

The final drive is about 20T for a solo

The rear wheel sprocket is 40T

With making the standard Scott engine a bit more efficient, we produce about

28bhp

Flywheel sprocket 22

Clutch same at 44T

Final drive 21T

Rear wheel sprocket 40T

A competition engine for historic racing will produce about 35bhp before you start

to play with exhausts.

My developed racer with a decent exhaust gives 42bhp and has a bit to come yet

Flywheel sprocket 22T

Clutch 44T

Final drive 19T

Rear wheel sprocket 34T

In this case we are not gearing for top speed

With the big fairing I need to fit a 22 or 24T rear wheel sprocket.

The problem comes with hard acceleration in lower gears, where, for instance, in



first gear, the load exerted by the primary chain is greatly magnified by the geared

reduction in chain speed, but with the associated increase in pull on the top run of
the chain.

Of course, the engine never pulls against a dead load, ie as though the rear wheel

was locked, but even with the standard 19bhp and a moderately heavy rider pulling

away in bottom gear, the load can easily overcome the face clamping of the final
drive outrigger bracket against the side of the undertray.

This is a problem that has been known about for years and nothing was ever done

to build in more of a safety factor.

If you add starting uphill, this puts more load on the security of the outrigger

bracket fixing.

As I am sure you remember, this problem was brought forcefully to my attention

when I went out for practice at a Mallory meeting in about 1970 and the gearbox
seized going into Gerards Bend and dumped me into the straw bales.

Back to the paddock, out with the gearbox, out with its internals, it had seized in

the big bronze final drive bush.

It was attacked with a Big half round file. I was determined to race. Soon the high



gear would rattle in the bush.

Now seize you bastard!

100 yards, it seized! On one side of the bush!

The pull on the rear chain had overcome the clamping of the outrigger bracket and

pulled the gearbox mainshaft back so severely it had seized the high gear on the

back side of the bush.

To be fair, when our old company used to build lots of multi drill heads for high

volume production machinery, we often employed the Pollard system using bronze

bushes. As bronze bushes take up much less space than ball bearings, you could fit

in more spindles. I remember one drill head with more than 120 spindles in it, but

there were no side forces. We would never have used bronze bushings for such

high rotational speeds with those potential side loads.

You only have to pull a few gearboxes down to see the wear between the high gear

and the bush and to appreciate that if the oil film has failed through this excessive

loading and wear has then occurred, then the power loss must have been quite

significant.

The other classics results are breakage of the undertray, either pulling the body of

it from the front tenon boss, or slewing round the gearbox and jacking the gearbox

seating tenon slot apart and breaking across the clamping bolt holes.

If all these problems exist, then what about our engines with their extra power?

There is nothing wrong with a bit of extra power, as long as you make sure the rest

of the power train will stand it.

As long as the outrigger can not be pulled back, the main problem is overcome.

Naturally, I prefer the stronger undertray with the snail cam, but scotching with

blocks in the bolt slots is ok on a standard engine.

I have used a snail cam against the outrider bracket for several years with no

problems.

I did not like that horrid big bronze power sopping gearbox output bush and

designed in the needle roller bearing conversion for standard Scott boxes, years

ago.

My Scott type four speed gearbox has had needle roller bearings since it was built

in 1977.



I have seen Scott factory racing gearboxes with needle roller output bearings.

As we develop the racer, on which all potential improvements are tested, we come

across other bridges to cross.

It would be boring if it were otherwise.

Last year I found that with increased engine power, the pull on the rear chain was

so great that it was pulling the rear wheel forwards on the drive side towards the

final drive outrigger sprocket, deforming the rear wheel pull type adjusters. To

overcome this, a snail cam has been fitted in front of the wheel spindle.

Now break that!

It is all great fun really and the fact that an outwardly simple engine layout that is

basically unaltered in principle can still produce such output is a tribute to my hero

Alfred.

Roger Moss



From Alexandra Sprenger via Foto Mossi

(Pictures used with permission)





I am a member of the Scott Owners Club and write pieces for the magazine

“YOWL” from time to time.  My friend Eddie Shermer is editor of “Yowl” and I

try and support him, in exactly the way Newsletter Editor, Ted Parkin and myself

hope that some of you will help us with contributions from time to time.

George Silk submitted an article for Yowl of February 2010 in which he mentioned

that he thought I made my cranks from case hardening steel.  I decided that I must

refute this and so wrote the following.  For those who are in the SOC and receive

“Yowl”, I apologise for the repetition, but I think it may be of interest to those who

are not SOC members.

In the late 1960’s, George Silk was involved in the brave hurly burly of starting a

business from scratch with limited funds, while I was a minority shareholder in a

very busy family business designing and making special production machinery.

My own main responsibility at this period was the area of manufacture and I had a

workshop team of about 75 skilled engineers covering 95% of all requirements in

house.  I had, as part of this job, gained reasonable knowledge of metals and their

hardening and heat treatment, as well as other activities such as gear manufacture.

As far as I am aware, the gears of all Silk motorbikes were produced in our factory.

Of course it was a great loss when the old company failed, but I carry what I

learned into my modest Scott based semi retirement activities now.

This preamble is to inform that I was very fortunate to have extensive facilities

available for my own hobby, but not to offer to other owners, as I was far too busy

serving major companies such as Ford and Rolls Royce.

My initiation came in 1967with buying a 1928 built Scott TT Replica that had been

in storage in the attic of Albert Reynolds business premises in Liverpool since

1941.  It had been left by a seaman for repair and he failed to return from

Murmansk.

Soon after starting to use this bike, a crank failed, luckily without going through

the case.

Please consider carefully that this bike had had an effective service life of only 13

years.

This had been the fatigue life of the crank under the specific conditions of use it

had endured.

I visited Tom Ward in Wilfred Street Derby and was shown a book with about 12

names of owners who, having broken a crank, and as no new cranks were

available,  were waiting for a second hand example to become available.

Tom asked me if I wished him to add my name to the bottom of the list, but

explained that even if after a lengthy wait a crank should become available, it was

likely to have “cracks” and thus it’s future operational life would be limited.



I was used to making all manner of precision engineering items and so while

driving home considered how to make cranks for myself.  The first consideration

was the choice of metal.  I considered that case hardening cranks was an

unfortunate choice, but perhaps in the early days of the Scott company, there had

been little alternative.  There is obviously a bending moment applied to the crank

flange, but much less than has been sometimes imagined.  It is, however significant

and the maximum stretching and compressive forces are taken by the outer

sections of the cranks.

Unfortunately, the hardened case is brittle and has a very low resistance to fatigue

before it cracks.  The bending effect thus becomes focussed on these cracks as the

points of least resistance and the softer, thinner, inner core is soon torn asunder.

George’s  memory failed him on this point.  I rejected this avenue from the start,

but instead pursued a steel type known to many as similar to EN24T.  It seemed

obvious that the undercut in the rear of the crank reduced the flange stiffness

considerably and as I had enviable facilities to hand, I could modify the crankcase

to be able to exclude this undesirable feature.  The cranks produced by George for

his Silk Scott’s were very similar to the cranks I was using for my racer.  As my

mind was focussed on this problem and I had freedom of action as I did not have to

consider the “interchangeability” factor, I experimented with cranks using taper

roller main bearings and then large ball bearings for the mains.  There was no

cause to replace the Scott design of main bearing, as this had proved one of the

most reliable design features of the engine.  I experimented to enable me to

increase the diameter for the bearing location at the rear of the crank flange to 1.5”

diameter and thus provide support further out and nearer to the rear of the crankpin

area.

As regards the metal chosen, then I was advised by Richard Ellis who as a

metallurgist for specialist steel makers,  Richard W Carr of Sheffield, had sat on

the panel that had compiled the “Emergency Number”  (EN series) unified steel

specifications to be used by all steel producing companies for the duration of

WW2.  The steel chosen was Carrs P564 with approx analysis C = 0.30%  Mn =

0.60%

Ni = 3.00%  Cr = 0.75%.  This was recommended for crankshafts as it possessed a

high resistance to torsional stress and alternating stress fatigue.  Although this was

regarded as a good steel at the time, the nickel chrome family had limitations as to

how high you could raise hardness before you started to lose fatigue qualities.

Optimum tensile strength of 60 / 65 was about the best compromise .  I made two

batches of cranks from this material in 1968 and 1970 which I sold either direct or

through Tom Ward.   As I pushed the performance of the bike during the 1970’s I

incorporated balancing slugs in the crank discs, until in 1977, I conceived the four

bearing crank design.  The break through here was to have the outer element as a

glorified washer with a single bearing as nearly as possible under the crankpin as

rod clearance would permit.  The centre bearing was supported by a large peg

protruding inwards from a special door.  Both inner and outer crank elements were

slugged and new rods were made from titanium.  It is a matter of pride that a Scott



had titanium rods 20 years before Michael Schumacher had then in his Formula

One Ferrari.

In order to achieve this design, the machining of the crankcase and all components

needed to be to a very high standard of accuracy, but then, this was a “One Off”

tool room special for me.  I doubt whether any works racing machine had better

technical backup, if as good.

Unfortunately our family machine tool business succumbed to the recession of the

early 1990’s.

It does not matter how good your products are, if nobody is buying, you have big

trouble!

I was 53 and had just been through a divorce.  Not a great financial pleasure.  Time

to decide what to do with the rest of my life.  I decided that manufacturing would

migrate out to where the labour was cheaper and the culture had discipline.  This

meant the Far East.  Did I really want to leave my Motherland and live in an alien

culture?  Life is too short to constantly chase money.  The precious minutes of

your life are ticking away and no amount of cash can buy them back.  I considered

what I had most enjoyed in my life.  The most enjoyable time was working

machines and creating things.  The next best was as Works Manager, as I was still

involved quite closely with manufacturing and process planning.  The worst was as

Technical Director when a senior manager came to you and said “We have a

problem”  That meant that YOU had a problem because nobody could yet fix it.

I decided I would take what limited money I had and find a cottage with a

workshop and work with my hands, just as I started at the age of nine years

working a Herbert capstan lathe at weekends.

Move along to 1997 and Brian Lilley who was at that time, the Secretary of The

SOC Spares Scheme contacted me.  Could I manufacture some

INTERCHANGEABLE, UNBREAKABLE Scott cranks.

I believe this is called an oxymoron.  “Interchangeable” meant that you could not

modify the design in any significant way to improve the strength of the design.

“Unbreakable” meant that an increase in strength and fatigue resistance of the

metal used must be of a considerable factor.

I carried out a very extensive study of cranks and crankcases to determine where

any extra metal could be applied.  There were small areas, but after all, every little

helps.  Next I turn to the metal and I applied to what I expected was the top British

body to advise on steel, The Institute of Materials in London, who sent an advisor

for a consultation.  I showed the specialist the problem and he reeled off a number

of well known steels all prefixed by the letters “EN”, which in case you have

forgotten, are an amalgam of mid 1930’s steel technology.  I asked the gentleman

where he had gained the knowledge that enabled him to advise such as I.  He

explained that after university, he had worked for the BSA group at their

Umberslade Hall research facility.  I confess I was a tad disappointed.  What now?

Lateral thinking is required.  If you are making items to fire into space or use in the

most efficient fighter aircraft, you need mechanical items that are functionally

successful with a minimum of weight.  I contacted a leading specialist supplier of



steel to NASA and such as MacDonald Douglas in California who were very

helpful.

The Steel chosen was 300M VAR which heat treats to 110TT with excellent

resistance to alternating stress fatigue and can be raised to 125TT by maraging if

The Clive Waye/ Chris Williams Scott

required.  I was well aware that even the very best steel could be ruined by poor

heat treatment and this steel requires a very special multi stage heat treatment

process in an inert atmosphere.

Some time before this, Clive Waye, who had a business in Santa Barbara,

California, had a problem that needed a “toolmaker” to resolve and he asked if I

would be prepared to go over and help out.

While I was there, I made contact with a nearby company who were specialists in

CNC machining.

In order to be sure of the quality of the cranks, I ordered the metal from Fry’s

metals in California, who had obtained it from Sammi Atlas in Canada and had it

delivered to Clive in Santa Barbara.

Clive took it round the corner to the CNC shop who machined them up to my

drawings.  They were then sent to Bodycote Hinderliner who did the heat treatment

for the critical aerospace companies and then shipped to me.  I ground the cranks

and sent them to be “Blackodised” for corrosion resistance and presentation.  The

surface treatment company phoned to say that they had a problem, as conventional

steel when processed had a black finish, whereas these cranks were only mid

brown.  No, I replied, you are not doing anything wrong.  This material has been

Vacuum Arc Remelted and so whereas a conventional steel has inherent porosity,



like “Aero” chocolate, this steel is refined to have very little porosity, like plain

chocolate and the black die in your process fluid will not penetrate to any

significant amount.

 More than 100 sets of high strength cranks have been made since 1997 for use in

both road and vintage racing engines with no reported failures.

Of oiling and rods

I have the greatest respect for the opinions of others, but believe there are several

"difficulties" with design details that were introduced after Alfred left the

company.

Ask yourself why Alfred saw no need to use undercuts and oil holes in the cranks

of original two speeders. Answer, because they were not chasing big end failures to

the same degree. When others stretched the engine in the 20's and decided to make

the big end wider, they started to have more problems.

My opinion is that all the big end problems come from the rod wagging about at

the top. I have seen enough Scott engines in distress to go straight for the

alignment of the little end as the culprit and sure enough the errors are in

proportion to the damage. When you put a big end together, it should run round

smoothly. There is very little resistance to motion. If this is so, then just where do

you imagine the communicated effort comes from to rotate the crankpin bush on

the crankpin. I have seen lots of these and again the connection with rod little end

errors is hard to deny. We have a rod standing vertically on rollers. If in use,

alignment errors in the little end cause the rod to want to skate over one way and

reverse on the second half of the stroke, in short, to "wag", then it will try and

stand on the edge of the rollers.

This does two things, it wears the rollers barrel shaped and cam locks the crankpin

bush.

  I honestly believe that the wrong hare has been chased for years. The engine

works just fine without any crank weakening oil drillings, as long as the rod stays

upright.

In truth, I build my engines with the little end of the rod shimmed in the pistons, so

they can not "wag" and I have absolutely no problems with big ends. If you do not

do this, as I realise that I am a bit of an engineering purist, then at least be sure that

if you clamp the inside of the rod big end to a precision angle plate, put a gudgeon

pin through the little end, you should not get more than 0.0015" difference between

one side and another. After this, the degree of error just shortens the effective life

of an engine, until, say an error of 0.006" will give you the definitive 1000 mile

engine if you are lucky. This is why I always recommend a prospective first time

Scott buyer to be sure the object of their desire has done at least 1000 miles

without expiring.



 It works for me and in the end, that is what we need. An engine that is smooth,

powerful and durable. The basic design is excellent and if we just do a few minor

modifications it can be much better still, but one thing it needs before all else is the

quality of accuracy. Alfred’s memory deserves we do the job properly!

Roger Moss

From Alexander and Rhienhold

Hi Roger.

Please find enclosed pictures of the frame rebuilding - That gives more inclination

in the curves without loading the transmission plate too strongly.

The framework nevertheless remains together. Thus also stability remains.





Musings of a biker … Robin Eliovson

My earliest memory of my interest in motorbikes was about 1953 when I was

about 10 years old and I went with my father to watch racing at an old airfield in

Johannesburg, South Africa – “Palmitfontein”. I remember the smell of Castrol

“R”.

My first motor bike, at age 16, was a Garelli “buzz bike” 49 cc two stroke. Here is

where I learnt the finer nuances of tweaking performance out of a two-stroke – I

hate to admit it but my friends and I would take off the cylinder heads and rub it on

the concrete pathway to “skim the head” and improve compression. Looking back

on it, my only excuse was that we could not afford the engineering costs. We had

just enough money to pay for petrol to romp around to parties and visit girls on the

weekend.

I was indentured as a compositor in the printing world in 1960 and spent every

penny I earned on my next vehicle, a 1952 Morris minor 850 cc side valve. I had

lots of good years tinkering with this car and learnt about 4-stroke motors. One of

the journeymen at the printing works owned a Scott and I was fascinated with the

bike which left huge billows of smoke behind as he went home in the traffic (my

thoughts were one day I will own a Scott).

On a Saturday afternoon in 1979 I was watching a rally of old bikes and a bike

came past with a wicker basket, linked belt drive and square brass petrol tank. I

slapped my thighs and said out loud “Just look at that thing”. A gruff voice on my

left said “that’s not a thing, that’s a Bradbury” … I had just met an older gent, Viv

Lyons, with a strong appearance and a full white beard, who over the next 30 years

became a good friend as we shared lots of vintage and veteran bike experiences.

Little did I know that some 19 years after seeing my first Scott, I achieved my goal

of owning the Scott. I managed to find a 1928 Scott Flying Squirrel which needed

a lot of TLC. My first 2 years of ownership were a challenge to both my pocket

and patience. I had the good fortune to “find” Ken Lack who helped me with a host

of bits – starting from main bearings and seals, new long reach con-rods (I had

600cc barrels on) and rollers to suit, gear box overhaul, piston rings, etc. My phone

calls to Ken were regular and rewarding as through his contacts I was able to have

the magneto fixed. The radiator was the most problematic item. It sprung leaks

regularly (it had been dropped previously) and I had with me a cake of soap to fix

external leaks and some ground cork in a bottle to add to the water to stop the flow



from inside. Eventually I purchased a new radiator. Another item that gave me

endless problems was the pilgrim pump. When cold it over pumped and when hot

almost no oil so I was continuously fiddling with it and if I got it wrong I had to

change plugs as she whiskered up too easily. This was remedied by new cam ends

and new scrolls and some mods to run the pump more efficiently on the magneto.

I had some 20 years of endless joy from my “veld fire” as my friend Viv who

nicknamed her, as I was always surrounded by a cloud of smoke. I entered in lots

of rallies and completed the Durban to Johannesburg run (DJ - a reliability rally of

more than 600 km – 400 miles) more than 19 times of which 17 times, I rode the

Scott. My best ever result was 3rd overall with an error of 121 seconds over more

than 20 marshal points in the two days that the rally was conducted.

Over the years I collected cars and motorbikes (amongst which);

1915 Indian Chief,

1919 Harley Davidson “J” model,

1926 Henderson 4 cylinder,

1937 Excelsior Manxman 350 cc with overhead bevel driven cam and bronze cast

head,

1929 Sunbeam 500 cc flat tank,

1942 Harley 5/7,

1930 Scott ,

1928 Scott Flying Squirrel



1918 Henderson 4 cylinder (therein resides another story)

1934 Famous James 2 stroke twin port,

19?? Speedway Jap long stroke,

1929 Chevrolet Phaeton,

1936 Chevrolet Roadster with “dickie seat”

When we moved to Australia I had “pruned” all my cars and bikes except the ’28

Flying Squirrel, but after being here for about two years, through business

pressures I sold the Scott – engine no FZ 787A. I have since repurchased the 1918

Henderson 4 cylinder and have been involved in a full restoration which took me

14 months full time to complete. I have also started the restoration of a circa 1919

Royal Enfield v-twin 998 cc and I have signed up for a course in panel beating to

assist me in building a side car for the Royal Enfield..

We all one way or another like to experiment with memory trips and my one is

chasing for a Scott where I can again hear the beautiful YOWL.



Scottland Vol 2-Chapter 2

A nice little trip to Mull (Part 2)

Now then. Guys and Gals, back to how we got here.

After the trip from Oxford. (See volume 1 in the back issues of the newsletter)

First of all the 28 Flyer needed a bit of reworking in the nether regions comfort

department. I obtained a real thick piece of carpet, fleecy lined and cut to shape

(There's posh!) and raised the bars until my local Chiropractor gave it the all clear.

As an aside, this deprived him of a pretty steady income sorting out my vertebrae

on a long-term basis, and caused a bit of a rift in our professional relationship.

Also, as this treatment was unavailable on the National Health and somewhat

expensive, the discovery that a spare piece of carpet and a couple of minutes work

with the old adjustable spanners solved the problem was a great relief. Not only to

my back but also to my finances as it was becoming increasingly difficult to prize

my credit card out of my wallet.

So! The bike was sorted and I had promised Pam to ride with consideration and

slowly.

We look at the map and as Pam had a long weekend coming up decided that a swift

ride to Mull could be just the thing to check the bike out as a viable long-distance

transportation system.

Having earlier checked the bike out two up on a couple of 50 mile runs and all had

seemed fine, although Pam had wisely decided to buy an exercise bra. These are

matters that we men just don't consider you know!

Furthermore. She had developed a well-tuned system to assess the relative depths

of potholes in the road. Not in any way to help the exercise bra do it's job but so

that she could ease herself off the rear seat at the approach of any deep ones. Her

back suffered less this way from the frequent jarring. Rear suspension would spoil

its lines. But the real answer to this problem was to go slower!

I really did try. I value her commitment to vintage bikes and it is well worth

modifying my hooligan behaviour occasionally. Biking would be a savourless

occupation without her company.



In fact we did a word association session which went something like this.

Pam, What is the answer to the high fuel consumption?

Me, Go fast?

No, go slower.

Oh!

Why does my back hurt so much on the Scott?

Because we are not going fast enough?

No, because we are going too fast.

Oh!

Why do we get to our destination tired and stressed?

Because we are going too slow?

No too fast.

Oh!

So what are the answers to all these problems?

Go faster?

No, go slower.

Oh!

See! It's easy if you take just a few minutes of deep discussion to sort things out.





I tried and tried to go slow. I really did. It was difficult and occasionally I

succeeded. It's no fun blasting everywhere on your own so for the sake of mutual

harmony I controlled my right wrist and only blasted on smooth roads and sensible

bends.

So off we go. tanked up. Cash in our hot little hands and a good weather forecast.

Over to Forres and on the road to Grantown we decide to take the Dava Moor road

through the autumn pine forest and rolling farmland. The smell of the late autumn

hay mingling with the smell of pine. We are on a bird watching trip actually and

stop for a little while savouring the tranquil lazy way a couple of Buzzards wing

the thermals hunting for lunch.

Through Aviemore, Newtonmore, Kincraig where the fortuitous find of a craft

shop cum home-made bakery hits the spot just right and the diet flies out of the

window with the circling Buzzards as another round of chocolate cake hits the spot

again.

We press on. Nothing fast just getting into the rhythm of the ride. Pam has to ease

herself off the pegs a couple of times to save her back from damage as I miss the

odd pothole but all in all things are going well. We just have to show a couple of

French bikers how to go round bends of course but this is all in the script, as we

have to uphold the legend.

Slower now as we coast into Spean Bridge. Home of the Commando Monument.

We just toddle through and pass around Fort William. Tourist time almost over and

the locals settling down for the long haul of the winter to come. B+B now down to

£15 a night. Recession time biting even here. But what a place to earn your living!

Loch Linne streaming towards the Corran Narrows in the sunshine.

Nice bends towards Corran and I take the last opportunity to use the handling

before the ferry. I know these roads from the trip up from Oxford. The roads

beyond Corran are unknown territory. nice thought!

Stop at the ferry. Tide ebbing fast through the narrows. We sit and wait in the sun.

Pam admiring the scenery and surroundings me admiring the bike and mentally re-

running the ride over.

Decisions to be made on the route as always but we are having a different ride

here. Enough of the blasting around. We take it as read that the bike can do

everything we can ever ask of it and as we are talking 11 o clock in the morning



time for a coffee and a snack. Trough Pam's bins we can see a snack bar open on

the far side. looks good to us

Cal. Mac arrive and we are transported to the other bank. Nosh time. Bacon rolls

and hot coffee. Talk time with the remaining travellers and time to look at the

maps

The choices are two. Through Glen Tarbert towards Loch Sunart and Strontian or

round the coast and join the same road later on. Another coffee and we decide to

keep the sun and opt for the coast road.

Off we go settling into the bike again shifting and moving until we have sorted

ourselves out. Our route leads us on the left turn over the mountains towards the

sea and Loch Linne. We climb over the moors through he forests and another

Outward Bound Centre. Lots of these have sprung up in Scotland of late. Too

many to enable them all to survive of course and I here on the grapevine that some

extremely well known establishments are cutting staff and finding it hard to fill

their places. Still I suppose if they can employ people for a while this has got to be

better than the dole. We leave these problems behind as the road narrows and we

are literally on the side of the Loch. The road has been cut into the rock with a wall

built on the loch side. This forms a most unique and interesting route. Its like

riding in the Yorkshire Moors with its stone walls either side. A strange thing to

find in the middle of the Highlands! Must research this further and find out what

this is all about.  We are on a roller coaster of a road. Up and down around

corkscrews flicking as the Loch twists and turns. Birds aplenty and we halt for a

while as Pam scans the horizon and the mountains. LA Life ambition could be

achieved here, as she has always wanted to see a Golden eagle in the wild. No luck

here though so we remount and head inland.

Even better!

The road climbs and narrows further a s we climb. A jab in the back and a halt as

Pam espies something in the air. Buzzard unfortunately and on we go.

Another mile and we swoop around a right-hand bend see a massive bird flaps off

the trees to our left. Screech to a halt as Pam follows it with the bins. Another

Buzzard but massive this time. At least the they are getting bigger!

The Scott is getting harder to start. Nothing horrendous but it's becoming a bit of a

bind and we decide to curtail the bird watching for a bit and take a fast trip to Loch

Aline thenceforth to Mull.

This a really heavily wooded area of Scotland. Strangely enough mature trees not

the ubiquitous Scots Pine. Must be a laird around here who thought a bit in years



gone by. The Lairds time in Scotland are numbered now of course with the new

parliament now in session. Al parties have an agenda here and it seems that the

chattel will be free from interference. As difficult as it is for southerners to believe

you can own you r own property in Scotland and still have to ask the local Laird or

Superior for permission to carry out alterations to your house. In some places you

even have to pay for the privilege It's called a feudal right. These will be repealed

in the near future and about time too. Can you imagine any other country putting

up with all this crap!

Still the forests are nice to blast through and the road even more so. Challenging

bends and sheer drops to the left as we climb and dip towards Loch Aline.

A final blast and we drop towards to village and the Cal-Mac ferry. A cup of tea

while we await its arrival and a chap walks over from a local house to discuss the

bike. Northerner from England of course. Loads are moving up and renovating old

houses. Good up to a point I reckon but it is a delicate balancing act to mix in with

the local community. Anyhow I see that the bolt has sheared on the pillion seat and

Jim supplies a replacement!

Cal-Mac time.

I love ferries!

I suppose its the child in all of us to ride aboard a ship to cross to another land.

The Sound of Mull is at its Scottish Best as we chug our way to the other side.

Unload and off we go.

Narrow roads of course. Hardly any traffic and I take the opportunity to slow down

while and admire the island. Past Craignure and Castle Fraser at the entrance to the

Sound as we swing inland and climb. No midges yet for which we are grateful.

Maybe we are too late in the season but whatever it is we count our blessings and

potter on. The plan is to find a local eatery and then a suitable B&B. Time isn't

important to us and we appreciate the ride. I still get the odd dig in the ribs from

Pam as I exceed the sensible speed and she has to raise herself off the saddle a few

times as the odd pothole catches us out new and again. All part of the fun and we

are making tracks towards the ferry at Iona. Strangely enough we slow even more

as the road gets more and more potholed and narrow. The weather closes in but

apart from the mist there seems no chance of a downpour. We climb over the hills

and drop towards (village name) wherein we hope to find some accommodation.

A restaurant hoves into view. It's getting rather late and as this was the only place

we had seen in the last hour thought that a bird in the hand was better than one in

the bush so we stop. Have a quick look see and decide to stay. Around the bay are

quite a few cottages and so I leave Pam to get the menu and order while I nip over



the other side of the bay to get some accommodation. Unbelievably there is none.

Whether it was the bike or their had been a sudden and quite unexplained influx of

B&B'ers is unknown, however accommodation was non-existent in this area so I

hoofed it back to the restaurant looking forward to a good home cooked meal.

Nothing doing here either. The restaurant had a sudden influx of customers and

that if cared to wait for an hour then we could get something to eat!

Hobsons choice I'm afraid so we agree to wait.

This means that the light will be fading fast as we finish the meal so will have to

get somewhere to sleep pretty damn quick.

We eventually manage to order a meal of fish, which by the time it arrived a mere

3/4 of an hour later was welcome in the extreme. We would have eaten a scabby

kipper by this time and although I cannot answer for Pam the food never touched

the side of my throat as it slid down.

Loads of punters come in the restaurant and the smoke to fresh air ratio soars

skywards until a London fog would seem like a fresh spring day after this. We

leave as soon as we can and start the accommodation hunt.

The Scott seems reluctant to start and we have to resort to a long push before we

hear it roar into life.

But as race against time ensues so we are not going to be too choosy about where

we lay our heads tonight. Mind you this was going to be no easy task to find

accommodation at this late hour and to make matters worse steady drizzle sets in

from the West. A 'soft' day in the highlands.

We are not choosy about were we stay but this is Mull not the West End of

London. B&B's are thin on the ground. In fact none existent so we ride and ride as

the gloaming deepens and cars we meet have sidelights and the occasional

headlights on.

A sign last

Achaban House.

Clean, welcoming, warm and inviting. And even better they have one double room

free!

We take it fast as a group of Italian walker’s troop to the front door looking for

accommodation, too late! It's tough at the top eh!



Long baths are the order of the day! The Scott is safe tucked in by the side of the

house and missing a percentage of the by now torrential downpour. I can hardly

wait to try and start it in the morning!

A coffee and chat in the lounge passes the evening with a quite interesting chat

with the hired help who is a student from Glasgow and sleeps on the floor in the

conservatory! Talk about cutting costs. I became suspicious when I saw the

sleeping bag rolled up against the wall together with the spare clothing and trainers

neatly stacked on top. This girl's role was to wait till the guests had hit the hay for

the night and then unroll her bedpack. Hiding it away before the guests rose for

breakfast in the morning. What the eye doesn't see the heart doesn't grieve over I

suppose!

I grieved (grove?) not a jot as we hit the hay. Considering the hired help figured

not at all as we slept the sleep of the knackered!

0730. Breakfast and we meet the rest of the guests.

Religious fanatics being the order of the day.

OK OK I know it's a 'live and let live world' but do you really need to throw

religion down our throats at the breakfast table? St Columba may have been on

Iona but come on! Give us a break! My stomach can't take anymore of this crap so

to quote Popeye the Sailorman, "I can't stands no more!" I hit the other diners with

the "Ted Parkin Assessment of Religion"

So I call the happy clappers to attention and give them the works. "This theory is

based on the 'Peanuts' comic strip and consists of the following;

Peanuts has a friend called Linus. He is a small child who walks round all the time

with a security blanket over his shoulder sucking his thumb. Well according to my

theory Religion is that security blanket and tells adult, thinking people that the

'godly people' have not yet grown up sufficiently to take responsibility for their

own actions. Sad isn't it?"

The shocked silence at this extreme heresy is broken by a tall Australian walker,

"Good on yer Mate! I'd agree with that! Now lets get onto the important matters,

like pass the coffee" This goes down like a lead balloon of course and confirmed

the other diners opinions about bikers (and Australians!)

Ask me if I'm bothered?

Well no, I'm not.

I grew up a long time ago!



But it's time to head away from the 'World-wide Ted Parkin Religious Fan Club'

for the lowlands of reality and the moment of truth. So leaving Pam to soothe the

ruffled breasts I tog up and get out the Scott, dripping wet with the overnight rain.

Oil on. Fuel on. Kick away.

Nothing.

Again.

Nothing.

One of the nice things about living in Scotland is that, unlike America, it isn't a

crime not to have a nice day. This was going to be one of these! I could feel it in

my waters.

And again.

Nothing.

My breakfast colleagues just know that this is Gods judgement on me, nodding to

each other sagely.

I reckon its Mr Lucas's magneto but the concept of normality seems lost on the sad

ones!

However. This is not good and I resort to pushing the bike down the drive.

Bugger! Still nothing!

I can't stand around here so we vacate the premises and push off down the road.

Fiddle. Fiddle. Push. Push. Swear. Kick and All Points West as I try volume 3 of

the 'Parkin Bodge Book'

It's no good so I have a deep look in the nether regions of the Magneto. The points

look sad in the extreme but I file away a while and throw everything back together.

Starts first kick!

I'd say Hallelujah but might give the wrong impression!



Suffice it to say we don't hang about but head off to Iona. Not that I'm interested in

the place you understand but having come all this way it seems somewhat churlish

not to cross the Sound to have a quick looksee.

I can appreciate the history here and can see that this building could transform

peoples lives. Maybe some people need this. As for me? I'll take my chance in the

world and stand on my own two feet. This is heresy you know. This is what

frightens all Religions. The thought that the populace will one day grow up. Roll

on I say!

Enough is enough. The mist gets thicker and the last thing I need right now is

peace and seclusion. What I need is a bit of speed (and I'm not talking

Amphetamines here!) So Cal-Mac back to the mainland and I kick the bike into

life. Nothing. Again. Nothing and after half an hour we are still stuck on the quay

at Iona.

I ask Pam to give me a bit of a push! (Which is where we came in in Chapter 1.)

But our relationship is sound and can take a few knocks, so after a few choice

words we mount the Scott and ride away from the grinning, happy hordes.

Ted Parkin

Wanted and For Sale.

Wanted, Any Veteran Scott bits. Especially a front wheel. Alistair Alexander.

07817086037

Wanted a late20’s Scott.        Robin  Elvioson email  ampersandd@iinet.au



For Sale

1920 AJS Outfit as supplied by the factory. Contact Ted Parkin at

editorejp@live.co.uk



Supplier List

Carburettors

If you want good expert information and parts about

carburettors contact

Don Payne

Hitchcocks M/cs

Amal Specialists

Rosmary Cott, Oldham Lane West

Chadwick End, Solihull

W Mids B93 0DL

UK

Tel 01564 783 192

Fax 01564 783313

info@hitchcocksmotorcycles.com

www.hitchcocksmotorcycles.com

If you have problems that the special Scott carburettor body

is worn, Jon Hodges could

make a new body - jon@myddfai.com

If you want a more modern replacement, then Moss

Engineering can supply an adaptor

to fit the Scott crankcase and a Mark 1 Amal concentric

carburettor.

***************************************************

*********************************************

Petrol / Oil Tanks and Tool Boxes

Down to the last few traditional Biscuit Tin Petrol tanks, also

Traditional separate oil

tanks and Tool boxes.

Colin Morris

The Conifers, Noke Lane,



St Albans

Herts AL2 3NX

UK Tel 01923 671 441

Sorry no email connection

***************************************************

************************************

Fork Repairs

Elk Engineering.

Contact Jake Robbins.

Tel 01424 445460.

Mobile 07986 254144.

elkforks@aol.com

I've had two pairs of Webb forks repaired/restored by Jake

and he does a great job. He

will straighten or retube (even taper tubes) and supply

spindles, bushes and most other

parts.

***************************************************

*********************************************
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Magnetos / Ignition Systems

New Self generating electronic Magnetos. Vintage

appearance

BT-H Magnetos Ltd Leicestershire UK

www.bt-h.biz/index2.htm

BTH and Lucas Magnetos rebuilt for over 40 years

Fred Cooper

Tel UK (0) 1732 822030

Special ignition systems

Rex Caunt Racing

www.rexcauntracing.com/

Spark Plugs

NGK Co We use NGK spark plugs in our racer with

complete confidence. Check out



this website for info:

www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/techtips.asp?

nav=31000&country=US

And this one for the UK

www.ngkntk.co.uk/

***************************************************

**********************************************

Instruments

Rev Counters Electronic. “Scitsu” Pick up from HT lead.

Vintage in appearance, works

with mags.

Dawson Harmsworth Ltd.

PO Box 3606

Sheffield S6 2YZ

Tel UK 0114 233 7460

***************************************************

*********************************************

Engine and Transmission Parts, Rebuilds, Services

Scott big end roller plates

Laurie Erwood (SOC member)

laurieandval@erwood208.fsnet.co.uk

Piston Rings Made to order

Phil Daintree

22 Hawkstone Road

Whitefield, Manchester N45 7PJ - UK

Tel UK 0161 766 4487

Oil seals and O rings

Rhondama Ltd

5-6 Windmill Rd. Ind Est.

Loughborough

Leics LE11 1RA - UK

enquiries@rhondama.co.uk

Engraving - degree graduations on flywheels, Crank screws,

etc



Robinson Engraving

15 Ruskin Avenue, Syston,

Leics, LE7 2BY – UK

Tel UK 0116 260 5998
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Hard Chrome plating including bores

Michrome Electro Plating Coventry UK

www.michrome.co.uk

Scott Engine and transmission rebuilding Specialist in 2

speed gears

Ken Lack

5 Norton Lees Square

Sheffield S8 8SP - UK

Tel UK 0114 281 1250

Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding

Tim Sharp

14 Hazel Beck,

Cottingley Bridge,

Bingley,

Yorks. BD16 1LZ - UK

Tel UK 01274 567 528

Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding

Sam Pearce Motorcycles

Unit 5, Stanley Lane Ind Est,

Stanley Lane,

Bridgenorth

WV16 4FS

01746 762743

Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding, New sports

engines etc. Any challenging

engineering project. Scott technical information on website

Moss Engineering

www.mossengineering.co.uk

33 Kings Lane,



South Croxton,

Leics., LE7 3RE

UK

Tel (0) 1664 840215

Fax (0) 1664 840215

Silk Spares (clutches)

Clive Worrall

"Foxtwood", Foxt Road

Froghall Wharf

Staffordshire Moorlands

ST10 2HT

T 01538 266160

clive@foxtwood.fsnet.co.uk

***************************************************

**********************************************
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Castings

Engineering Patterns for quality replacement castings.

Melton Mowbray UK

Tony Pacey ( Tony has made my patterns for 35 years – says

it all!)

james.pacey1@ntlworld.com

Aluminium Castings. Top quality floor moulding in high

strength aluminium. Heads,

barrels, cases etc.

Accrite Aluminium Ltd.

Unit 10, South Leicester Ind Est

Beverage Lane, Ellistown,

Leicester LE67 1EU

Tel UK 01530 263 038

Iron Castings including Malleable iron brake drums etc

www.castmetalsfederation.com/home.asp

Metalcast (Bilston) Ltd

93 Wolverhampton Street



Bilston WV14 0LU –UK

***************************************************

*********************************************

Brake and Clutch Linings

Brake Linings, Clutch linings, British bike spares.

Supreme Motorcycles Earl Shilton UK

www.suprememotorcycles.co.uk

Clutch plates

Sam Pearce Motorcycles

Unit 5, Stanley Lane Ind Est,

Stanley Lane,

Bridgenorth

WV16 4FS

01746 762743

***************************************************

*********************************************

Cycle Parts

Tyres, oil, all types of accessories

Ken Inwood. Hersham Racing Service

173 Hersham Road,

Hersham Nr Walton on Thames

Surrey

Tel UK 01932 229 547

Control Cables

T Johnson (Cables) G.B.

cableman@btinternet.com
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Rubber saddles

John Budgen Motorcycles

Toddington UK

Edition 12 - 36 – March 2007

PH/FAX: 011 44 1242 621495

Rubber / Dunlop Drilastic type saddles

Terry Doyle



Kick start springs-$20, Stainless dog bone dampers

engraved-$80 set, Ribbed brake

drums ala TT Rep or plain $300, Sprockets dished $300.

Looking for 1920 Motor can

swap other bits let me know your needs. Terry Doyle,

Melbourne,

Australia

tdoyle@alphalink.com.au

***************************************************

*********************************************

General Spares

Scott Owners Club Spares Scheme (Please note the SOC

Spares Scheme can only

sell to SOC members)

www.scottownersclub.org/spares/

***************************************************

**********************************************

Services

Dynomometer setting up and tuning.

Operating a dyno is not enough. For good setting up you

need a water brake dyno and

a really skilled engine specialist who can interpret the

readings. Absolutely the best

way to set up any engine.

Dave Holmes

Coventry

UK

dholmes@250mov.freeserve.co.uk

Authentication of Scott Motorcycles by SOC Registrar. Send

details and photo by post

with SAE or by email to:

Ian Parsons

Musterpit House

Winwick



Northampton

NN6 6NZ

ihparsons@tiscalil.co.uk

***************************************************

******************************************
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Literature

Technicalities – Bill Jamieson’s compilation of technical

articles

www.scotttechnicalities.com.au

High quality black and white photocopy sets of

manufacturer's original literature

www.brucemain-smith.com

***************************************************

********************************************

Garage Equipment

Hydraulic bike lifts in all sizes

Amy Holder

Amoir Motorcycle Accessories

http://www.freewebs.com/amoir_1/

Meridan

Coventry

UK

Tel UK (0)7714 273247

amydholder@hotmail.com

Please note that Amy is the granddaughter of Matt Holder

who rescued the Scott name

and produced the Birmingham Scott’s.

Your Scott should be cared for on a lift from those who help

us


